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Sgt.W.L. Hustus
A.S.N. 31153004
A.P.O. 12,500
% Post Master
N.Y. N.Y.
Dearest Mother & All
Well here I am back in the good old
North East but not quite near enough &
not enough free time to hit home yet.
Well everything is OK. & Iʼm fine in health
hoping that the whole of you are feeling as
good as I do.
How is Bib and the baby getting along.
I think I mentioned before that I recived
the candy & nuts OK. & thanks a million
for them. If you havent sent the other
package as yet use this new address.
If you already sent it O.K. Iʼll get it sooner
or latter. I serpose you know the score
by now so donʼt worry. Iʼll try &
kept in tuch with you as time goes by.
As you probley know all my mail will
be censored going both ways. Boy
Topeka, Kansas was sure a good deal
& nice Camp & also a good town
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We sure had a grand time while it
lasted. Iʼm buddying around with a guy
from N.H. & what a bruit The same
heigth of me but weight about 296 lb.
& us left handed some fun. There
still is a lot that laughs at the
way we talk but so what. That life.
Well I guess I will sign of & hit
the hay. Oh yar here is the crew
with the names & possion of each of us.
What do you think of it. & this also
is the kind of a plane that we are
on in the back ground.
So Long & As Ever
Your Loving Son
Walter
P.S. How are the chicks doing
now days? Good I hope.

